Toward a geography of community health workers in Niger: a geospatial analysis
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ABSTRACT

Background

Little is known about the geography of community health workers (CHWs), their contribution to geographical accessibility of primary health care (PHC) services, and strategies for optimizing efficiency of CHW deployment in the context of universal health coverage (UHC).

Methods

Using a complete georeferenced census of front-line health facilities and CHWs in Niger and other high resolution spatial datasets, we modelled travel times to front-line health facilities and CHWs between 2000-2013, accounting for training, essential commodities, and maximum population capacity. We estimated additional CHWs needed to maximize geographical accessibility of the population beyond the reach of existing front-line health facilities and CHWs. We assessed the efficiency of geographical targeting of the existing CHW network compared to modelled CHW networks designed to optimize geographical targeting of the estimated population, under-five deaths, and Plasmodium falciparum malaria cases.

Results

The percent of the population within 60 minutes walking to the nearest CHW increased from 0·0% to 17·5% between 2000-2013, with 15·5% within 60 minutes walking to the nearest CHW trained on integrated community case management (iCCM) – making PHC services and iCCM, specifically, geographically accessible for an estimated 2·3 million and 2·0 million additional people, respectively. An estimated 10·4 million people (59·0%) remained beyond a 60-minute catchment of front-line health facilities and CHWs. Optimal deployment of 8064 additional CHWs could increase geographic coverage of the estimated total population from 41·5% to 73·6%. Geographical targeting of the existing CHW network was inefficient but optimized CHW networks could improve efficiency by 55·0%-81·9%, depending on targeting metric.

Interpretations

We provide the first high-resolution maps and estimates of geographical accessibility to CHWs at national scale, highlighting improvements between 2000-2013 in Niger, geographies where gaps remained, approaches for improving targeting, and the importance of putting CHWs on the map to inform planning in the context of UHC.
KEY QUESTIONS

What is already known?

- Previous studies have estimated geographical accessibility (as travel time) to CHWs for subnational areas only\(^1\)-\(^4\) and have assessed efficiency of the distribution of hospitals in low and middle-income countries.\(^5\)

What are the new findings?

- The percent of the population within 60 minutes walking to the nearest CHW increased from 0·0% to 17·5% between 2000-2013, with 15·5% within 60 minutes walking to the nearest CHW trained on integrated community case management (iCCM) – making PHC services and iCCM, specifically, geographically accessible for an estimated 2·3 million and 2·0 million additional people, respectively.
- An estimated 10·4 million people (59·0%) remained beyond a 60-minute catchment of front-line health facilities and CHWs in 2013, with important variation across subnational geographies, training of CHWs, and availability of essential commodities.
- Optimal deployment of 8064 additional CHWs could increase geographic coverage of the estimated total population from 41·5% to 73·6%, providing physical access to PHC services for an additional 5·7 million people not covered in 2013.
- Optimized CHW networks increased efficiency of geographical targeting compared to the existing CHW network by 55·0%-81·9%, depending on targeting metric.

What do the new findings imply?

- Geographical accessibility to primary health care services, including iCCM, improved in Niger between 2000-2013 with important contributions by CHWs.
- Gaps in geographical accessibility remained as of 2013 but scale-up of the CHW network, using the scale-up approach described in this study, could substantially increase geographical accessibility of PHC services.
- The efficiency of geographical targeting of the existing network of CHWs was suboptimal. The approach for optimizing efficiency of geographical targeting described in this study could be used to improve geographical targeting of CHW deployment in Niger and other countries.
- This work is a first step toward establishing a geography of CHWs in Niger and is a call to action to put CHWs on the map globally to inform health system planning and maximize geographical accessibility, efficiency, and impact of investments in the context of UHC.
BACKGROUND

Community health workers (CHWs) can play an important role in improving equitable access to quality primary health care (PHC) and other services in the context of Universal Health Coverage (UHC) as front-line service providers and as a trusted bridge between health systems and communities. CHWs typically focus on maternal, newborn and child health and nutrition, providing a range of preventive, health promotion and curative services – including single disease or integrated community case management (iCCM). iCCM is the provision of integrated case management services for two or more childhood illnesses among children less than five years of age by CHWs, where geographical accessibility (i.e. physical access) to health facility-based case management services is limited. However, little is known about the geography of CHWs globally – how many there are, where they are deployed, their contribution to geographical accessibility to health services, efficiency of their deployment, and needs for further scale-up. In this article, we provide the first description of the geography of CHWs at national scale in Niger.

DATA AND METHODS

In this section we describe the study settings, data, and methods used. Supplementary Appendix 1 provides a simplified analysis flow (pages 3-5) and additional details on the data and methods (pages 13-56).

Study settings

Niger is a large country (1.267 million sq. kilometers) in the Sahel region of sub-Saharan Africa, and is ranked among the poorest countries in the world. Infrastructure, including roads, is underdeveloped and possession of motorized transportation is low. The North is predominantly bare/sparse desert, and the South is predominantly herbaceous vegetation and cropland. The climate is Sudanese, with a long dry season from October to May and a short rainy season from May to September.

During the period of focus of this study, 2000-2013, Niger was divided into four political administrative levels: communes, departments, regions, and national. The health system of Niger included a public and private sector organized in a decentralized, pyramidal structure with three administrative levels overseen by the Ministry of Public Health (MOPH). Details on the health system are provided in Supplementary Appendix 1, pages 22-24. Our analysis focuses on the first level (periphery): the Centre de Santé Intégré (CSI) and Case de Santé.
(CS) networks of the public sector. As of December 2012, there were 856 CSI, offering a minimum package of services, focused on PHC, referral from and counter-referral to the CS, and supervision of the CS. CSI were typically staffed by nurses and in certain large communes by a generalist doctor and midwives and were intended to serve a maximum population of 5000-15000 inhabitants, depending on population density. According to national norms, CS were intended to be situated 5km beyond a supervising CSI and served a population of 2500 to 5000. CS provided a minimum package of services, focused on PHC, including prevention services, health promotion services, and services for reproductive, maternal, newborn and child health, including iCCM. CS were typically staffed by a cadre of paid, full-time CHWs called agent de santé communautaire (ASC) and/or, in some cases, a nurse. CS and ASC were scaled-up between 2000-2013 – a period of considerable progress on under-five mortality. As of December 2012, there were 2451 CS. Some CS were supported by one or more volunteer CHWs called relais communautaire (RC), providing health promotion and prevention interventions in the communities within the catchment area (typically a 5km radius) of the CS. The MOPH in Niger plans to scale-up RC – some targeted to communities beyond 5km of CS or CSI to provide a standard package of preventive, promotive and curative services, including iCCM.

Data

We obtained spatial datasets for the following inputs: administrative boundaries (levels 0-3), health service delivery networks (CSI, CS and ASC), digital elevation model, land cover, roads, rivers and other water bodies (treated as barriers to movement where no road crossed), travel scenarios, modelled estimates for population counts for 2000-2013 and 2015, modelled estimates for the annual mean under-five mortality rate in 2013, and modelled estimates for the annual mean incidence of Plasmodium falciparum (Pf) malaria among all ages (0-99 years) in 2013. We prepared the input datasets in a coordinate reference system for Niger at 100m x 100m resolution for our analysis of accessibility coverage and 1km x 1km for our analysis of geographic coverage, targeting and scale-up. Further details are in Supplementary Appendix 1 (pages 21-33).

We prepared travel speed tables for two travel scenarios: 1) walking in dry conditions and 2) walking to the nearest road and then using motorized transportation (assumed to be immediately available) in dry conditions. We set travel speeds by travel scenario for each land cover class and road class. Travel speeds were adapted from previous studies and experience in Niger and broader sub-Saharan Africa.
Assessing geographical accessibility

We assessed geographical accessibility through two measures: accessibility coverage and geographic coverage.

We defined accessibility coverage as the estimated percentage of people within a given travel time to the nearest health service delivery location of a given health service delivery network, accounting for travel speeds of different modes of transportation over different land cover classes and slope, with the direction of travel toward the health service delivery location.\(^29\)

We estimated accessibility coverage at 100m x 100m resolution for the CSI, CS, and CS-ASC (includes CS with or without ASC and the small number of ASC sites not within a CS) networks in 2013 – and for the ASC network by gender, year of deployment (2000-2013), training, and availability of essential commodities – using 30-minute and 60-minute cutoffs for administrative levels 0-3 and the two travel scenarios. We used 30-minute and 60-minute cutoffs as previous analyses have shown careseeking decays as a function of travel time after these cutoffs\(^31\) and they are clinically relevant (e.g., for prompt treatment of severe illness).\(^32\)

The analysis was constrained to national borders but allowed for travel across subnational administrative boundaries. We used the “geographic accessibility” module within AccessMod 5 (v5·6 ·48)\(^29\) to calculate travel time layers and the “zonal statistics” module to calculate the zonal statistics for each travel time layer by administrative level.

We defined geographic coverage as the theoretical catchment area of a health service delivery location, within a maximum travel time, accounting for the mode of transportation and the maximum population coverage capacity of the type of health service delivery location.\(^29\) We used the "geographic coverage" module of AccessMod 5 (v5·6 ·48)\(^29\) to estimate geographic coverage for the CSI and CS-ASC networks in 2013 at 1km x 1km resolution for the two travel scenarios. The maximum travel time was set at 60 minutes. The maximum population capacity was set at 10000 for CSI and 2500 for CS-ASC based on norms of the MOPH of Niger.\(^18\) The maximum extent of a catchment was therefore delimited by the maximum travel time of 60 minutes except in cases where the estimated population in the catchment exceeded the maximum population capacity of the health service delivery location – in which case the extent of the catchment was smaller than the maximum travel time and was defined by the area containing the estimated population, up to the maximum population capacity.

Assessing geographic coverage of a hypothetical scale-up network of RC
To estimate the number of RC needed to maximize geographical accessibility of the population beyond the geographic coverage of the existing CSI and CS-ASC networks, we simulated a hypothetical network of RC in grid cells with at least 250 people in 2013 located beyond the geographic coverage of the existing CSI and CS-ASC networks at 1km x 1km resolution, using a ratio of 1 RC per 1000 population (with a minimum threshold of 250 people to allocate 1 RC). We conducted a geographic coverage analysis at 1km x 1km resolution to estimate the percent of the estimated residual population that could be covered by the hypothetical RC network, within a maximum travel time of 60 min walking to the nearest RC and maximum population capacity of 1000 for each RC.

**Assessing efficiency of geographical targeting**

We assessed the efficiency of geographical targeting of the CS-ASC network, using the concept of technical efficiency. We defined technical efficiency as the maximization of a health outcome (geographic coverage) for a given set of inputs (the number of CS-ASC).\(^ {33}\) We used the estimated population, under-five deaths, and \( Pf \) malaria cases beyond the geographic coverage (60 minutes walking) of the CSI network in 2013 – hereafter called the estimated residual population, under-five deaths, and \( Pf \) malaria cases, respectively – as the “populations” to target in our geographical targeting analysis. We assessed the efficiency of geographical targeting of the existing CS-ASC network with three metrics a) geographic coverage of the estimated residual population b) geographic coverage of the estimated residual under-five deaths and c) geographic coverage of the estimated residual \( Pf \) malaria cases among all ages beyond the catchment of the CSI network in 2013 at 1km x 1km resolution compared to three hypothetical CS-ASC networks designed to optimize metrics a-c. For comparison with the existing CS-ASC network (n=2550) we restricted the hypothetical networks to the 2550 sites that maximized geographic coverage of the targeted population. We assessed the potential effect of uncertainty of the estimates for under-five deaths and \( Pf \) malaria cases among all ages on interpretation of our targeting results (see Supplementary Appendix 1, pages 54 and 57, and Supplementary Appendix 7).

**Patient and public involvement statement**

We did not involve patients or the public in this study.

**RESULTS**

**Accessibility coverage**
Accessibility coverage of the ASC network increased from 0·0% to 17·5% between 2000-2013, with large variation at subnational levels, given a 60-minute cutoff and walking scenario (Table 1, Figure 1, Supplementary Appendix 2). Video 1 and video 2 show the evolution of accessibility coverage of the ASC network between 2000-2013 by mode of transportation.

FIGURE 1

Accessibility coverage of the ASC network varied by gender of the ASC and training on specific interventions (Table 1, Supplementary Figure 2A-L on page 9 of Supplementary Appendix 1). Accessibility coverage of the ASC network trained on iCCM was 15·5% in 2013, given a 60-minute cutoff and walking scenario (Table 1, Figure 2D). The estimated additional contribution of the ASC network and ASC network trained on iCCM to accessibility coverage beyond the accessibility coverage of the existing CSI and CS (without ASC) networks combined, given a 60-minute cutoff and walking scenario, was 12·8% and 11·0%, covering an estimated 2·3 million and 2·0 million additional people, respectively (Table 1).

Table 1. Accessibility coverage of the front-line health facility and ASC networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Walking</th>
<th>Walking + motorized transportation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Covered 30 min (no.)</td>
<td>Covered 60 min (no.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI + CS-ASC</td>
<td>7555209</td>
<td>9702395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI</td>
<td>4454595</td>
<td>5617195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS-ASC</td>
<td>3724166</td>
<td>5516196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS with nurse or ASC</td>
<td>2656798</td>
<td>3877172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC</td>
<td>1930318</td>
<td>3156228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female ASC</td>
<td>623458</td>
<td>1115902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male ASC</td>
<td>1403743</td>
<td>2352088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC trained on iCCM</td>
<td>1681118</td>
<td>2807629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC trained on promotion of key family practices</td>
<td>257252</td>
<td>502715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC trained on promotion of WASH</td>
<td>285021</td>
<td>459284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC trained on promotion of maternal and child nutrition</td>
<td>942742</td>
<td>1531534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC trained on promotion of childhood immunization</td>
<td>792972</td>
<td>1304697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC trained on prevention of HIV and STIs</td>
<td>422425</td>
<td>838176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC trained on family</td>
<td>257252</td>
<td>502715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>ASC trained on promotion of maternal health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>420513</td>
<td>614037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC trained on AMTSL</td>
<td>22893</td>
<td>30567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC trained on essential newborn care</td>
<td>171317</td>
<td>309649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC trained on HMIS</td>
<td>541061</td>
<td>1009626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional contribution ASC trained on iCCM</td>
<td>1598393</td>
<td>2312056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional contribution ASC trained on iCCM commodities lasting longer than 7 days</td>
<td>1365053</td>
<td>1997636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS with no stockout of iCCM commodities lasting longer than 7 days</td>
<td>1083373</td>
<td>1697021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS with nurse or ASC and no stockout of any iCCM commodities lasting longer than 7 days</td>
<td>1004259</td>
<td>1588442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS with nurse or ASC and no stockout of RDT and ACT (AL) lasting longer than 7 days</td>
<td>1611911</td>
<td>2433672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS with nurse or ASC and no stockout of first-line antibiotic (Cotrimoxazole) lasting longer than 7 days</td>
<td>1840249</td>
<td>2818994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS with nurse or ASC and no stockout of ORS and zinc lasting longer than 7 days</td>
<td>1785901</td>
<td>2670944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS with nurse or ASC and no stockout of RUTF lasting longer than 7 days</td>
<td>2294824</td>
<td>3377406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accessibility coverage in 2013, given a 60-minute cutoff and walking scenario, was 31.1% for the CSI network, 30.5% for the CS-ASC network, 21.4% for the CS network with a nurse or ASC, and 53.7% for the combined CSI + CS-ASC network (Table 1 and Figure 2A-D). An estimated 8.3 million people (58.2%) remained beyond 60 minutes walking to the nearest front-line health facility or ASC, without considering the maximum population capacity of these networks. Accessibility coverage of the CS network was lower when we considered availability of trained human resources (nurse or ASC) and essential commodities (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure 3A-G, page 7 of Supplementary Appendix 1). Accessibility coverage of all health service delivery networks was higher when considering the walking plus motorized transportation travel scenario (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure 4A-F, page...
10 of Supplementary Appendix 1). We provide detailed results in Supplementary Appendix 2, tab “Detailed_Results”.

**FIGURE 2**

**Geographic coverage**

Geographic coverage of the estimated total population in 2013 by the CSI network was 22.1%, assuming a walking scenario with a 60-minute catchment and maximum population capacity of 10,000 per CSI (Figure 3 and Supplementary Appendix 3, tab “Summary”). Over one-third (347) of the CSI realized less than 30% of their maximum population capacity, indicating inefficiency (Supplementary Appendix 3, tab “Summary”).

Geographic coverage of the total estimated population in 2013 by the CS-ASC network was 19.4%, assuming a walking scenario with a 60-minute catchment and maximum population capacity of 2,500 per CS-ASC (Figure 3, Supplementary Figure 3). Over one-third (830) of the CS-ASC realized less than 30% of their maximum population capacity, indicating inefficiency (Figure 3 and Supplementary Appendix 3, tab “Summary”). Geographic coverage of the estimated residual population beyond the geographic coverage of the CSI network in 2013 by the CS-ASC network was 24.9%, providing an estimated 3.4 million additional people with physical access to PHC services, with important variation by region (Supplementary Appendix 3, tab “Summary” and Supplementary Figure 6).

**Geographic coverage of a hypothetical scale-up network of RC**

A hypothetical network of 8,064 RC with a maximum population capacity of 1,000 people per RC, targeting cells with at least 250 people located beyond the geographic coverage of the existing CSI and CS-ASC networks, could cover 54.9% of this estimated residual population – providing physical access to PHC services for an estimated 5.7 million additional people in 2013 (Figure 5 and Supplementary Appendix 6, tab “Summary”). Geographic coverage of the estimated total population would increase from 41.5% covered by the existing CSI and CS-ASC networks to 73.6% by the combined CSI, CS-ASC, and hypothetical RC networks in 2013 (Supplementary Appendix 4, tab “Summary”).

**FIGURE 3**

**Efficiency of geographical targeting**
Geographic coverage of the estimated residual population beyond the geographic coverage of the existing CSI network was 40.2% by the hypothetical CS-ASC network compared to 24.9% by the existing CS-ASC network, covering an estimated 2.1 million additional people – a 61.9% gain in efficiency (Figure 4 and Supplementary Appendix 5, tab “Comparison_Population”). Geographic coverage of the estimated residual under-five deaths beyond the geographic coverage of the existing CSI network was 58.0% by the hypothetical CS-ASC network compared to 37.5% by the existing CS-ASC network, covering an estimated 73,000 under-five deaths not otherwise covered – a 55.0% gain in efficiency (Figure 4 and Supplementary Appendix 5, tab “Comparison_U5deaths”). Geographic coverage of the estimated residual Pf malaria cases (all ages) beyond the geographic coverage of the existing CSI network was 60.3% by the hypothetical CS-ASC network compared to 33.1% by the existing CS-ASC network, covering an estimated 1.6 million Pf malaria cases not otherwise covered – a 81.9% gain in efficiency (Figure 4 and Supplementary Appendix 5, tab “Comparison_Malaria”). Our uncertainty analysis for the efficiency of geographical targeting indicates bins/groups of CS-ASC catchments with relatively higher efficiency geographical targeting could be distinguished from bins/groups of CS-ASC catchments with relatively lower efficiency of geographical targeting (Supplementary Appendix 6).

**DISCUSSION**

**Summary**

Our results indicate that geographical accessibility of PHC services improved in Niger between 2000-2013, with an important contribution of ASCs – making PHC services physically accessible for an estimated 2.3 million additional people, including an estimated 2.0 million additional people with physical access to iCCM. Despite this improvement, geographical accessibility of PHC services remained inadequate as of 2013, with important variation across subnational geographies, training of CHWs, and availability of essential commodities. Rational scale-up of the CHW network, using approaches to optimize deployment as described here, could increase geographic coverage of PHC services from 41.5% to 73.6%, covering an estimated 5.7 million additional people without adequate physical access to PHC services in 2013. The efficiency of geographical targeting of health facilities and CHWs was suboptimal relative to the distribution of the estimated population,
under-five deaths and malaria burden – but could be improved through the targeting approach used in this study.

**Strengths and limitations**

To our knowledge, this study provides the first estimates and high-resolution maps of geographical accessibility to CHWs at national scale for any country. We used a bespoke modelling approach with a complete national georeferenced census of front-line health facilities and CHWs in Niger, other high resolution spatial datasets, and realistic assumptions.

Our estimates of accessibility coverage are lower than those from Weiss and colleagues\(^3^4\) which estimated 61.8% and 80.7% of the population in Niger was within 60 minutes of the nearest health facility in 2020 based on a walking scenario and motorized transportation scenario, respectively. Paradoxically the health facility dataset used in Weiss and colleagues\(^3^4\) included 568 fewer health service delivery locations (n=2821 in Weiss and colleagues\(^3^4\) for 2020, n=3389 in our model for 2013). The higher estimates of accessibility coverage in Weiss and colleagues\(^3^4\) may be explained by three factors. First, travel speeds for motorized transportation used by Weiss and colleagues\(^3^4\) are higher than those used in our model. Second, the walking model by Weiss and colleagues\(^3^4\) assumes a travel speed of 5km per hour across all landcover classes, whereas our model varies walking travel speed from 5km per hour to 0 km per hour (impassable), according to land cover class and is based on realistic estimates of travel speeds from previous studies in Niger and the region.\(^2^9,3^0\) Third, Weiss and colleagues\(^3^4\) allowed for swimming across water barriers, whereas we did not but we allowed travel over road bridges. Another study, Blanford and colleagues,\(^3^0\) found that 39.1% of the population were within 60 minutes walking of the nearest health facility in 2009. However, their model used an incomplete network of hospitals and CSI (n=504) dating from 1995. We consider our results, while imperfect, to be more useful for national planning in Niger than results reported in Weiss and colleagues\(^3^4\) and Blanford and colleagues\(^3^1\) as our results were based on a bespoke model for Niger, with a more complete dataset on health service delivery locations and more realistic, contextualized travel speeds.

Our scale-up analysis provides a useful roadmap for the MOPH to consider as it plans to scale-up the RC network to fill gaps in physical access to PHC services, for example, by identifying optimal RC locations and enabling the prioritization of bins/groups of RC (the first 500 RC, next 500 RC and so on) that would maximize geographical accessibility, allowing a phased approach to scale-up. Lastly, our analysis highlights important inefficiencies in
geographical targeting of the existing CS-ASC network relative to estimates of the spatial
distribution of the population and underlying burden of under-five mortality and Pf malaria,
suggests alternatives to guide fine-tuning of the network, and provides an approach that could
be used in future planning efforts to maximize efficiency of geographical targeting.

We acknowledge that, in addition to physical accessibility, it is important to consider social
and economic barriers to care seeking (e.g. social norms, intrahousehold power dynamics,
costs of transportation, opportunity costs of travel time, costs of services and commodities)
which may influence access to and use of health services. It is also important to consider the
quality of health services and the potential for bypassing. Lastly, predominate modes of
transportation may vary by socioeconomic status and geography and they may change in
response to contextual factors (e.g. the lockdowns due to COVID-19 in 2020).

There are important limitations to this study. First, we did not include secondary or tertiary
facilities or outreach/mobile sites. We focused on the question of physical access to CHWs
and first level health facilities, rather than secondary or tertiary health facilities and
permanent, fixed service locations rather than periodic, mobile services. Moreover, our
service delivery location dataset is more complete than datasets publicly available at the time
of our analysis in 2020. Second, our analysis is limited by the completeness and quality of
the publicly available data on road and river networks. We acknowledge that more complete
and/or accurate government or proprietary road and river network data may be available. For
the river network, we acknowledge that some rivers, streams, and other waterways may not be
perennial barriers to movement. We attempted to mitigate this limitation by allowing major
road classes (motorway, trunk, primary, secondary, and tertiary) to cross rivers/streams and
by incorporating data on the hydrographic network from the high-resolution Copernicus land
cover layer in our merged land cover layer. We also conducted a sensitivity analysis using
only waterways classified as “rivers” in the rivers input layer as barriers to movement and
found this made no important difference to the results (Supplementary Appendix 2, tab
Sensitivity_analysis”). Third, our accessibility coverage, geographic coverage, and targeting
analyses do not account for uncertainty of the estimates of population. Previous analyses of
accessibility coverage and geographic coverage have not accounted for uncertainty of this
kind, but we acknowledge this is an important limitation and area for improving future
modelling. Fourth, our analysis does not account for national parks or other “no-go” zones
(e.g., military bases) due to lack of access to the geography of these objects for 2013. Fifth,
our travel speeds were based on similar analyses for Niger and other countries in sub-Saharan
Africa but could be improved through a country-led consensus-building process with national experts to derive subnational travel speeds and validate other data inputs. Our travel speeds do not account for differences in travel speeds by season which may be relevant in the Sahel, possible group differences (e.g., pregnant women, people with illness, and caregivers carrying sick children may walk slower), river transportation, and our walking plus motorized transportation scenario assumes immediate access to a vehicle once a road is reached and does not account for road traffic or factors impacting road traffic (e.g., traffic lights). Sixth, our analysis does not account for the possibility of accessing health service delivery locations across national boundaries, an important consideration for cross-border and migrant populations. Seventh, the modelled population counts for 2000-2012 use the HRSL population settlement footprint from 2015, which may not accurately reflect the population settlement footprint for the early 2000s. Lastly, the accuracy of the modelled estimates of under-five mortality rates and Pf malaria incidence used in our targeting analysis is unknown. Despite this limitation, results from our uncertainty analysis indicated that our targeting approach could be used to confidently identify bins/groups of health service delivery catchment areas that are relatively more efficient at geographical targeting than other bins/groups – and that this information could be used in planning to enhance scale-up and geographical targeting of CHWs.

We understand that rational decisions on scale-up and targeting of CHWs, like with health facilities, cannot be addressed purely through modelling, as there are many factors involved in the political economy of health system planning and decision-making. Nonetheless, we think our results provide novel insights for policy makers, practitioners and researchers and future efforts can build on and refine this work through collaborative, country-led processes.

**CONCLUSION**

Geographical accessibility of PHC services improved in Niger between 2000-2013, with important contributions from ASCs, providing an estimated 2.3 million additional people with physical access to PHC services – including 2.0 million additional people with physical access to iCCM. However, as of 2013, gaps in geographical accessibility remained and efficiency of geographical targeting of ASCs was suboptimal. Rational scale-up and geographical targeting of the RC network, using approaches to optimize deployment as described here, could make an important contribution toward increasing geographical accessibility to PHC services in Niger. These approaches could be adapted to meet planning needs in other contexts. As Niger works toward UHC, developing a geography of the health
system – as part of a broader spatial data infrastructure – will be critical. Developing a geography of CHWs within this broader context will be equally important for these purposes and for maximizing efficiency, impact, and equity of investments in quality PHC within the context of UHC. This study is one step toward a geography of CHWs in Niger and a call to action for establishing a geography of CHWs globally.
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Figure 1. Median and interquartile range of the percent of the population within 60 minutes walking of an ASC at administrative level 3 (commune) between 2000-2013 at 100m x 100m resolution.

Black lines indicate the median at commune level. Blue boxes represent the interquartile range at commune level. Circles and stars indicate communes outside of the interquartile range. Red lines and percentages indicate the national mean.
Figure 2. Geographic accessibility (travel time in minutes, walking in dry conditions) at 100m x 100m resolution.

A) Centre de santé intégrée in 2013, n=839; B) Case de santé / Agent de santé communautaire in 2013, n=2550; C) Agent de santé communautaire in 2013, n=1457; D) Agent de santé communautaire in 2013 trained on iCCM, n=1214. Inset near Madarounfa commune in Maradi region. *For visualization purposes road classes limited to motorway, trunk, primary, secondary, and tertiary; **other water bodies from landcover layer included permanent water bodies, temporary water bodies and herbaceous wetlands.
Figure 3. Geographic coverage of the CSI, CS-ASC, and hypothetical scale-up ASC networks in 2013, 60-minute catchment, walking scenario at 1km x 1km resolution.

A) Geographic coverage at 1km x 1km resolution of the CSI (dark green) and CS-ASC networks (medium green) in 2013, 60-minute catchment (walking scenario) with inset near Madarounfa commune in Maradi region; B) Cumulative percent of the estimated total population covered within a 60-minute catchment, walking scenario (y-axis) by the number of CSI (x-axis, dark green line) and CS-ASC (x-axis, medium green line) at 1km x 1km resolution. C) Geographic coverage at 1km x 1km resolution of the CSI network (dark green), CS-ASC (medium green) and hypothetical scale-up RC network (light green) deployed to optimize geographic coverage of the residual population beyond the geographic coverage of the existing CSI and CS-ASC networks (60-minute catchment, walking scenario) in 2013, with maximum population capacity of 1000 people per RC, n=8064 RC, and inset near Madarounfa commune in Maradi region; D) Cumulative percent of the estimated total population covered within a 60-minute catchment, walking scenario (y-axis) by the number of CSI (x-axis, dark green), CS-ASC (x-axis, medium green), and hypothetical scale-up RC network (x-axis, light green) at 1km x 1km resolution. The hypothetical scale-up RC network targeted 1km x 1km grid cells with at least 250 people situated beyond the geographic...
Figure 3. Geographic coverage of the CSI and CS-ASC networks in 2013, 60-minute catchment, walking scenario at 1km x 1km resolution.

A) Geographic coverage at 1km x 1km resolution of the CSI and CS-ASC networks in 2013, 60-minute catchment (walking scenario) with inset near Madarounfa commune in Maradi region; B) Cumulative percent of the estimated total population covered within a 60-minute catchment, walking scenario (y-axis) by the number of CSI (x-axis, dark green line) and CS-ASC (x-axis, medium green line) at 1km x 1km resolution.

Figure 4. Targeting of the existing CS-ASC network compared to hypothetical optimized networks at 1km x 1km resolution.

A) Comparison of the percent of the estimated residual population beyond the geographic coverage of the existing CSI network (60-minute catchment, walking scenario) that was covered by the existing CS-ASC network compared to a hypothetical CS-ASC network deployed to optimize geographic coverage of the estimated residual population; B) Comparison of the percent of the estimated residual under-five deaths beyond the geographic coverage of the existing CSI network (60-minute catchment, walking scenario) that was
covered by the existing CS-ASC network compared to a hypothetical CS-ASC network deployed to optimize geographic coverage of the estimated residual under-five deaths; C) Comparison of the percent of the estimated residual Pf malaria cases among all ages (0-99 years) beyond the geographic coverage of the existing CSI network (60-minute catchment, walking scenario) that was covered by the existing CS-ASC network compared to a hypothetical CS-ASC network deployed to optimize geographic coverage of the estimated residual Pf malaria cases among all ages (0-99 years). All analyses at 1km x 1km resolution.